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DIAGRAMS

COMMERCIAL MODELLING

Concept C: Raised Landscape

ASSESSMENT AGAINST OTHER CONCEPTS

This concept envisages a raised public landscape
covering almost the entirety of the Civic Hall Site
with extensive development, storage, and car
parking underneath. The proposal accommodates
all key preferences for the site: iconic and extensive
public open spaces in the CBD, reactivation and
improvement of the Main Hall, multiple private
development opportunities, Government offices, and
an expanded Central Library.

99 One of the highest projected construction costs
99 Higher construction costs compared to potential
income from the development would increase risks
and reduce the relative sustainability
99 Would require an average level of private
investment and higher public works
99 The complexity of the raised landscapes increases
costs and risks, however the concept would cater
well for residential, office and retail needs

Fully accessible landscape

Active street frontages

COMPARISON TO OTHER CONCEPTS
Construction Cost

PRECEDENTS

% of private sector

Financial Risk

Sustainability of businesses

Playful sculpted landscape

Museo di Castelvecchio, Verona

Raised landscape

competition entry for Ponte Parodi, Genoa

CIVIC HALL SITE

Outdoor green amphitheatre
Belvoir Amphitheatre, Perth

PARTICIPATORY COMMUNITY DESIGN PROCESS

STAGE ‘300 TO 10’ OF CONCEPT DESIGN

www.civichallsite.org
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The Central Library is extended upwards to provide
a focal point on the North-West corner, and a major
mixed-use development is proposed on the NorthEast corner that combines employment spaces and
sustainable inner-city living spaces. The long edges
of the site, Doveton and Armstrong Streets, are
activated with pedestrian-scale mixed-use shoptop developments, offering protection to the public
open spaces and opening the front to a long civic
plaza along Mair Street. Various spaces for hire are
spread across the site, including an adapted Lower
Hall – with new East entrance, and the addition of
structures above the East aisle of the Main Hall. An
extension above the West aisle allows improved
seating for large events.

Concept C suggests that significant
landscape design could be used
to imagine an iconic green
destination for Ballarat that
covers and connects
building uses and
provides pedestrian
access from front
to the back of
the site.
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